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During the last ten years our interest in studies concerning 
the sympathetic system has increased progressively, as clinical 
applications of the knowledge gradually acquired have become 
manifest. Consequently, there is an increasing number of in- 
vestigators who carefully attempt to clarify the numerous prob- 
lems of anatomy, physiology, and physiopathology which, up to 
the present time, are still under discussion in this intricate field, 

Anatomists occupy themselves especially with two subjects of 
paramount importance. These are: the connections of the sym- 
pathetic system and the origin and course of its afferent path. On 
the other hand, studies of the morphology of the sympathetic 
ganglion cells have decreased, since the description given by 
Cajal (1) by the aid of his silver method. Serious contributions 
to this subject have, however, appeared, of which I may be per- 
mitted to recall those of my pupil, Riquier (2), on the morphology 
of the cells of the ganglion oticum and the junction between spinal 
and sympathetic ganglia of the turtle. 

In order to examine as closely as possible the two problems 
mentioned, anatomists, who follow to-day a procedure more and 
more biological, have been less inclined to employ direct observa- 
tion of pictures which we are able to secure with present methods 
of staining normal nervous tissues than physiological experi- 
mentation and study of the changes produced by injuries to 
some portion of the sympathetic itself or other nervous structures 
which are supposed to be in relation with it. 
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The results which the English and American schools have se- 
cured by these methods are so well known that it is quite un- 
necessary to go into a detailed exposition and to  assert that 
we expect great profit by their further use. Nevertheless, it 
seems to me that the study of pure anatomical preparations also 
should be able to give new contributions of value toward the 
solution of the complicated problems related to the sympathetic 
system. The researches of Muller (3) and his coworkers who 
have employed Bielschowsky’s method and the Rongalitweiss- 
staining support my contention, which agrees also with the fol- 
lowing findings concerning the question of the sensory sym- 
pathetic paths. 

Lennander’s idea that all visceral pain was mediated through 
the parietal peritoneum or through the sensory fibers of the 
visceral blood-vessels has been disproved, we may say, definitely 
by the majority of physiologists. At the present time two other 
views are under discussion about the pathways which convey 
visceral sensibility. The one, to-day widely accepted, assumes 
that all afferent sensory fibers present in the sympathetic nerves 
are peripheral processes of neurones the cell bodies of which lie 
in the spinal ganglia. Such special dorsal root neurones are 
believed to  send their processes, via rami communicantes, into 
the sympathetic trunks, where they meet with and accompany 
the efferent postganglionic fibers to their terminations in tissues. 
According to  such a view, visceral sensibility would be conveyed 
in pathways similar to those of the varieties of common sensi- 
bility, at least so far as concerns the afferent impulses of visceral 
origin which appear in consciousness. That is, sympathetic 
sensory structures are denied and it is affirmed that all the sym- 
pathetic elements are of motor character. The opposing view, 
supported by Dogie1 and nowadays defended by the minority of 
neurologists, recognizes in the sympathetic mechanism sensory 
neurones which belong primarily to this system. These neurones 
would have their trophic centers in the various autonomic gan- 
glia; their peripherally directed processes end in sensory terminal 
apparatuses of the viscera; their centrally directed processes 
run through the rami communicantes into the spinal ganglia 
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where they form terminal arborizations about some spinal gan- 
glion cells, chiefly those of Dogiel’s type IT. The visceral im- 
pulses conveyed by these neurones are collected from spinal 
ganglion cells, the centripetally directed processes of which trans- 
mit them through the spinal cord upwards. Besides this long 
path, Dogie1 assumes a shorter one which conveys those afferent 
visceral impulses which never rise into consciousness at all, but 
expend themselves in the production of peripheral reflexes ; 
the centripetal fibers of many sensory autonomic cells are believed 
to end within sympathetic ganglia in connection with the den- 
drites of efferent cells. It will be here noticed that Dogiel’s 
view does not necessarily deny the presence of afferent cerebro- 
spinal fibers in the viscera. 

It is not my purpose to cite all the discussions about the two 
foregoing views, discussions which we meet in every modern 
book about the sympathetic system, nor to  recall the modifica- 
tions of Dogiel’s theory, which deserve more than a passing 
notice. The aim of my paper is merely to call attention to a 
definite anatomical finding which, in my opinion, gives a very 
valuable confirmation of the first view, but could not be used to 
disprove entirely the second. 

The theory which assumes that the nerve cells from which 
arise the afferent paths of the sympathetic system lie in the spinal 
ganglia is based on physiological experimentation and on the 
following anatomical facts. 

A. Morphological researches of Kolliker and Rambn y Cajal. 
These investigators have found some large nerve fibers coming 
off from the spinal ganglion and entering the ramus communi- 
cans. Kolliker assumed that these fibers formed the sensory 
sympathetic paths. Upon reading all of the literature available 
to me, I could not find that Kolliker or any otherinvestigator 
has described the nerve cells from which arise those fibers which 
are commonly called Kolliker’s fibers. In the account which Redlich 
wrote about Kolliker’s lecture (4) we read: “ jene freilich unklareri 
Empfindungen die wir normal von dem Zustande der vom 
Sympaticus versorgten Teile haben, leiten von der Funktion 
einer geringen Zahl dunkelrandiger Nervenfasern ab, die von 
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den sensiblen Wurzeln der Ruckenmarksfasern durch die Ver- 
bindungsaste in den Grenzstrang des Sympaticus iibertreten.” 
When we consider these words and the influence that at such a 
time was exerted by the well-known experiments of C. Bernard 
and Bidder, we cannot but conclude that Kolliker not only was 
ignorant of the cells from which his large fibers take their origin, 
but also that he had not definitely disproved that they proceed 
from the spinal cord through the dorsal roots and traverse the 
spinal ganglia, as many workers believed. ‘In his textbook 
Kolliker (5) assumes the existence of fibers which come off from 
the spinal ganglia, go through the rami communicantes into 
the sympathetic ganglia and continue to the periphery, but he 
does not say anything about the ganglion cells in which these 
fibers have their origin; only in his schema-reproduced, more 
or less modified, in all textbooks-does he picture them as aris- 
ing from spinal ganglion cells of the common type. 

Cajal (6) writes: (‘ Certains auteurs, et parmi eux Kolliker, 
pensent que des fibres sensitives, n6es dans les ganglions rachi- 
diens, p6n&trent dans le sympathique avec les rameaux com- 
muniquants blancs et ne font que traverser les ganglions sym- 
pathiques pour se terminer aux surfaces des muqueuses. Nous 
avons vu, nous aussi, dans l’embryon de poulet, des fibres 
Bpaisses, n6es du ganglion rachidien voisin, entrer dans les gan- 
glions du sympathique; mais le fait s’est pr6sentB si rarement 
qu’il nous a 6 th  impossible d’Btudier l’origine r6elle et la termi- 
naison de ces fibres.” 

Here reference might be made to the fact that Lenhossek 
(7) has shown that some fibers from the sensory roots enter the 
sympathetic ganglia, also that the sphenopalatine ganglion re- 
ceives a bundle of nerve fibers from the gasserian ganglion, and 
further that some of the peripheral fibers of the geniculate gan- 
glion enter the chorda tympani. Huber (8) believes that these 
sensory fibers do not end in the ganglia, as Lenhoss6k inclines to 
assume, but pass through the ganglia and become associated with 
the efferent sympathetic nerves. Huber met such medullated 
fibers which are larger than the preganglionic fibers in the frog’s 
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bladder and traced them through two and through three small 
ganglia of the same bladder. 

I did not succeed in finding in the literature anything more 
definite; therefore I believe that we are authorized to come to the 
conclusion that till now descriptive anatomy has not specified 
the origin of the so-called Kolliker’s nerve fibers. 

B. Experimental researches (Scaffidi (9)) show that injuries 
to the thoracic sympathetic ganglia led to distinct alterations 
of the stainable substance in the cells of the corresponding spinal 
ganglia, especially in some cells lying in the peripheral portion 
of the same. 

C. Experimental researches demonstrate that in the rami 
communicantes albi are to be found large medullated fibers 
which fall into secondary degeneration only when cut off from 
the corresponding spinal ganglion, where consequently we must 
look for their trophic center. 

Roux (10) cut, in the cat, anterior and posterior roots in the 
proximal tract (between spinal ganglion and spinal cord) and 
stated that many medullated fibers were to be found undegen- 
erated in the corresponding ramus communicans. He further 
routed out the spinal ganglion and verified the degeneration of 
these fibers. From his own researches he came to the conclusion 
that the nerve cells from which the fibers mentioned arise are 
located in spinal ganglia. 

ScaEdi (9) arrived at similar results and conclusions from 
analogous experiments, substituting, however, for the extirpa- 
tion of the spinal ganglia a less injurious, more appropriate, 
operation. After having confirmed that cutting the proximal 
tract of the dorsal nerve root and the anterior root never produces 
degeneration of all of the medullated fibers of the ramus com- 
municans, he cut the dorsal root caudad, viz., peripheral to 
the corresponding spinal ganglion, and so was able to see the 
degeneration of all the medullated fibers of the ranius com- 
municans. 

Of late Ranson and Billingsley (ll), to whom the paper of the 
Italian investigator seems to have been unknown, performed 
similar experiments, but studied the preparations also by the 
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pyridin-silver method of Ranson. So far as their researches 
concern the question of which we speak, we find the experiments 
described on pages 450 and 451 of their work highly interesting, 
because the authors give exhaustive and exact description of 
our medullated fibers and also establish the fact that we meet 
also afferent fibers without myelin sheath. On the ground of 
their experiments, Ranson and Billingsley conclude that the 
section of thoracic spinal nerve roots proximal to the spinal 
ganglia results in a degeneration of all of the preganglionic auto- 
nomic fibers in the corresponding white rami, but leaves the 
afferent fibers intact, and that, on the contrary, the latter fibers 
degenerate after section of the nerve distal to the corresponding 
spinal ganglion. Only in one case, after section of the tenth 
thoracic nerve distal to the spinal ganglion, the authors found 
a half-dozen normal myelinated fibers in the corresponding white 
ramus, but they suppose that these may belong to a small gray 
ramus accompanying it. 

Certainly, in view of what we know about wallerian degenera- 
tion, we should be obliged to conchde from these researches that 
the KBlliker’s fibers take origin from cells of the spinal ganglia: 
but we would not be able to state whether these cells arc of 
common or of special type. Furthermore, one could advance 
an hypothesis which might be considered too hazardous and 
perhaps strange, but which could not be entirely disproved. 
The studies of Langley and Graupner (12) have taught that we 
meet nerve fibers belonging certainly to the svmpathetic system 
which arc covered by an evident myelin sheath; therefore, one 
could think that those nerve fibers of the white rami which 
remain intact after cutting the dorsal root proximal to the gan- 
glion and also the anterior root might be sympathetic postgan- 
glionic fibers entering the corresponding spinal ganglion with 
blood-vessels and coming off through the rami communicantes. 

In  sum, we express the opinion that Kolliker’s view is strongly 
supported by the researches stated under A and B, but we could 
not deny that doubts, already expressed by Onuf and Collins 
(13), are still vexing the minds of investigators. Therefore, we 
must consider of paramount importance further researches which 
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would tend to clarify the relations of these fibers to their cells 
of origin by means of direct anatomical findings. In  accordance 
with these conclusions, I find it interesting to report the follow- 
ing results which, after long work, I was able to reach by Golgi's 
method in successfully impregnated specimens. 
Series I .  Findings in bird embryos by the rapid Golgi method 

Figure 1 reproduces a part of a cross-section of an embryo of 
Passer sardoa near the time of hatching. We see a bipolar 
cell of a thoracic spinal ganglion (8P.G.) sending its peripheral 
process into the ramus communicans (R.c.) ,  where it can be 
traced as far as to a formation which by its position, characters, 
and presence of a multipolar nerve cell we can easily recognize 
to be a sympathetic ganglion (8ym.G.). 

In figure 2 is reproduced, from a cross-section of the thoracic 
part of an embryo of Passer sardoa, the anterior lateral region 
of the spinal cord (8p.C.) and a spinal ganglion (8P.G.). In  
the spinal ganglion three nerve cells (the more darkly pictured) 
are to be found which send their peripheral processes into the 
ramus communicans (R.c.) ,  while two other cells (drawn more 
lightly) send their processes towards the peripheral nerve (Per.N.). 

The same evidence is to be seen in figure 3 and concerns one 
of the three nerve cells stained by Golgi's method (the one marked 
with a cross). In  this preparation another interesting finding 
appears: one fiber (An.R.F.) of the anterior spinal root divide 
at the level of the ramus communicans (R.C.) and sends one branch 
into the ramus communicans and the other into the peripheral 
nerve (Per"). Another spinal ganglion cell sending its pe- 
ripheral process into the ramus communicans is reproduced in 
figure 4. 

Series I I .  Findings in pig embryos by the Golgi method 
Figure 5 reproduces part of a cross-section of one embryo. 

One spinal ganglion cell (8P.G.) is clearly seen sending its pe- 
ripheral process through the ramus communicans (R.c.) as far 
as the sympathetic ganglion (8ym.G.). Another nerve cell 
sends its peripheral process into the peripheral nerve (Per.N.), 
where it meets the fibers of the anterior spinal root. A similar 
finding is to be found, under greater magnification, in figure 6. 
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It is not necessary to emphasize the chief result of these re- 
searches. Though in the birds sometimes it is not easy to iden- 
tify the ramus communicans by reason of its peculiar topographic 
relations, yet this is recognized clearly enough in the preparation 
from which is reproduced the first picture. Besides, I have met 
the same evidence in mammalian embryos. 

Supported by my findings, of which T have pictured the most 
evident, the results afforded by my studies may be summarized 
as follows: In embryos of birds and mammals there is  demonstrated 
for the first time by direct anatomical observation the occurrence in 
the spinal ganglia of neroe cells the peripheral processes of which 
pass into the rami communicantes. 

In my own preparations there is no evidence which could 
demonstrate that these nerve cells have peculiar character or 
position. One could perhaps question the constancy of such 
findings. I do not believe that they are occasional because in 
thirty well-impregnated bird embryos I met them more or less 
clearly fifteen times, and in thirteen pig embryos six times. 

That previously illustrious investigators, such as Kolliker and 
Cajal, though successfully impregnating the processes, have not 
had the good fortune to impregnate their cells of origin, we can 
easily understand when we recollect all the circumstances which 
cooperate to modify the results of the wonderful method of Golgi, 
which is certainly able to  give new and interesting findings about 
the relations of nerve cells when applied carefully and with suffi- 
cient persistence. 

Fig. 1 Cross-section of embryo of Passer sardoa. Golgi’s method. X 87. 
A spinal ganglion cell is seen sending i ts  peripheral process into the ramus com- 
municans. R.c.. ramus communicans; Sp.C., spinal cord; SP.O., spinal gan- 
glion; Sym.G., sympathetic ganglion. 

Fig. 2 Cross-section of embryo of Passer sardoa. Golgi’s method. X 267. 
Three nerve cells of the spinal ganglion send their peripheral processes through 
the ramus communicans. Per.N.,  peripheral nerve; R.c.,  ramus communicans; 
Sp.C., spinal cord; 8P.G.. spinal ganglion. 

Fig. 3 Cross-section of embryo of Passer sardoa. Golgi’s method. X 267. 
The spinal ganglion cell marked with a cross sends its peripheral process into the 
ramus communicans. One fiber of the anterior root (An.R.F.) divides a t  the 
level of the ramus communicans; one of the branches runs through the ramus 
itself. Other indications as in figure 2. 
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Fig. 4 Cross-section like that  shown in figure 3. X 410. Spinal ganglion cell 
giving off peripheral process to  the ramus communicans. 

Fig. 7 Cross-section of embryo of Passer sardoa. Golgi’s method. X 120. 
D.B.P.N. ,  dorsal branch of the peripheral nerve; R.c.,  ramus communicans; 
Sp.C., Spinal cord; SP.G., spinal ganglion; Sym.N.C. ,  sympathetic nerve cell 
the axon of which, running through the spinal ganglion, reaches the dorsal 
branch of the peripheral nerve. 
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Fig. 5. Cross-section of pig embryo. Golgi’s method. X 267. The upper 
spinal ganglion cell shows its peripheral process going through the ramus com- 
municans as  far as the sympathetic ganglion. Per.N. ,  peripheral nerve; R.c., 
ramus communicans; Sp.C., spinal cord; SP.G., spinal ganglion; Xym.G., sympa- 
thetic ganglion. 

Fig. 6 Cross-section of pig embryo. Golgi’s method. X 333. The ganglion 
cell pictured on the right side gives off a peripheral process entering the ramus 
communicans. 
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The support which my findings give to Kolliker’s view of the 
afferent sympathetic paths is clear. But they are not sufficient 
to disprove the possibility of the existence of other sympathetic 
sensory paths. First, it is not certified by my observations where 
the peripheral processes arising from the described spinal ganglion 
cells end. Second, reference may also be made to some recent 
investigations performed with the method of secondary degenera- 
tion and by direct anatomical observation which seem to demon- 
strate the occurrence of afferent sympathetic fibers the trophic 
centers of which lie in the sympathetic ganglia while the processes 
run through the rami communicantes and, according to many 
workers, reach the spinal ganglia. Here it will be noticed that 
Ranson and Billingsley found, in cat XIV, after section of the 
tenth thoracic nerve distal to the spinal ganglion, a half-dozen 
normal myelinated fibers in the corresponding white ramus, but 
they do not think that they are afferent fibers, the cells of origin 
of which lie in the sympathetic ganglion. On the contrary, they 
believe that these may belong to a small gray ramus accompany- 
ing the white. It must also be mentioned that Muller, who saw 
some sympathetic fibers entering the spinal ganglion, supposed 
that they are postganglionic sympathetic fibers running through 
the ganglion to  go off with the dorsal branch of the peripheral 
nerve. Such a view is supported by my finding reproduced in 
figure 7 (part of a cross-section of an embryo of Passer sardoa), 
where is shown a sympathetic nerve cell (8ym.N.C.) sending its 
postganglionic process through the corresponding spinal ganglion 
(Sp,G.) into the dorsal branch of the peripheral nerve (D.B. 
P . N . ) ,  to which runs also a fiber coming off from the anterior 
spinal root. 

Finally, in the problem of visceral sensibility the anatomists 
must not forget the recent physiological investigations of Leh- 
mann, who believes that the visceral sensory fibers run above 
all through the anterior spinal roots. 
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